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Sententional Clitic Hosts in Slavic Languages1 

1. Problems. 

 The paper proposal is focused on the problem of clitic hosts and discusses the correlation 

between types of clitic hosts vs types of clitics (second-position clitics vs verb-adjacent clitics).  

 I argue that Slavic languages pattern with other world’s languages which have the option for 

attaching clause-level clitics and clitic clusters to an initial sententional constituent (IP or CP). 

 The main theoretical goal of the talk is to show that a) sententional clitics hosts really exist in 

Slavic languages and beyond, b) that hosts of clusterizing clitics are not extraclausal, contrary to 

claims raised in [Agbayani & Golston 2010], c) the hypothesis on sententional clitic hosts can be 

incorporated into syntactic approaches to clitic linearization. 

2. Slavic clusters: data and preliminary definitions. 

In Slavic languages, there is a correlation between clause-level clitics and clusterization. 

Clusterization means that elements x, y representing the same domain and syntactic level are placed 

in a rigid order. Rules for internal clitic ordering in a cluster are called Template Rules. Template 

Rules usually do not account for all elements with clitic properties, but only for a sub-class of clitics, 

called clusterizing clitics. 

 All Slavic clusterizing clitics are clause-level elements, but not all Slavic clause-level clitics 

clusterize (cf. Russian particle li). 

 Combinations of Bg and Mac DP-level possessive clitics and definite articles should be preferably 

not analyzed as clusters. There is no conclusive evidence that Mac and Bg possessive can raise 

out of DPs into the matrix clause, cf. [Zimmerling 2012b]. 
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 In Slavic languages, clusterizing clitics can be used in polypredicate structures consisting of two 

or more clause.  Template Rules may have slots for clusterizing clitics raised out of embedded 

clauses, but there is no conclusive evidence that a syntactic boundary between two domains can 

be located within the cluster itself, cf. [Zimmerling 2012a]. 

 In Slavic languages, clusterization is bound to specific syntactic positions and cannot occur in 

other positions. In this perspective, it is essential to explain all existing language-specific options 

for the placement of (clusterizing) clitics – after the first phonetic word, after the first spelled-

out constitutent, after the first conjoined phrase, after the first sententional as instantiations of 

one and the same underlying linearization principles. 

 Principles (presumably general) holding for all languages with clusters.    

(i) The One Domain Principle, ODP. 

If clitics from the set ,a,b,c…n- are ordered by a Template Rule, predicting the order a > b for 

each pair of adjacent elements (a,b), the cluster /a,b,c…n/ cannot be divided by any categorial 

brackets dividing the domains of any two syntactic categories X and Y, so that one part of the 

cluster would belong to X, and the other one to Y: *[X   …ab+*Y cd… +. 

(ii )The Condition on Embedded Domains, CED.  
A cluster defined on the set ,a,b,c…n-, where for each pair of adjacent elements (a, b) the fixed 
order a > b can be established, and elements а,b,c,d are generated in different clauses of a poly-
predicate complex [X  abcidj [Y  ti tj… ++, syntactically belongs to the hierarchically highest clause of 
this complex, if the Template Rule has slots {{C …-, ,D …-- for the clitics c, d extracted from the 
embedded clause [Y  … +. 
 

(iii) The One-Level Condition, OLC. 

The Clusterizing elements must belong to one and the same level of representation. Phrase-level 

clitics do not clusterize with clause-level clitics. 

     (iv) The Independent Templatic Principle,ITP. 
If elements from the set ,a,b,c…n- constitute a cluster, the order a > b for the each pair of 

adjacent elements (a,b) is predicted by an independent Template Rule which cannot be derived 

from the rules predicting the order of any pair of sentence categories X, Y, X ,a,b,c…n-, Y  

,a,b,c…n-. 

    (v) The Template-and-Slots-Principle, TSP. 
The number of slots in a Template equals the number of non-overlapping subsets A,B,C..N, so 
that each subset consists of elements {a1, a2…an} {b1, b2…bn}, which stand in a complementary 
distribution with each other and are ordered uniformly respective any other elements from other 
subsets. The order of slots is idiosyncratic and cannot be derived from any other principles than 
ITP. 
 

3. Are clusterizing elements really clitics or something else? 

 Clusters are not just occasional sequences of prosodically homogeneous non-clusterizing clitics. 

The parameters parameters ‘± clitic’ and ‘± clusterizing’ may be independent. I am assuming 

that each slot in the binary matrix on Fig. 1 may have a non-empty filling. 
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 A.‘+ Clitic’. B.‘-Clitic’. 

1. ‘- Cluster’. + + 

2. ‘+ Cluster’. +  CLITICOIDS 

4. Discussion.  

Clusterizing clause-level clitics attach to initial sententional constituents in temporal and conditional 

clauses in Slovene, cf. (1) and Bulgarian, cf. (2). 

(1) Slov [CP ko = smo =se  vrnili] # =se = je = e      stemnilo. 

                ‘We came back when it was already dark.’ 

(2) Bg    [CP Dokato=se=čudeše kak da postŭpi], #=se =vŭrna  žena=mu. 

‘While he was wondering what to do his wife came back.’ 

Slovene examples like (1) can be explained in a different way without postulating sententional hosts for 

the main-clause clitics like =se=je=že in (1), since Slovene allows for clitic fronting in main clauses and 

seemingly does not obey the Tobler-Mussafia law, cf. (3b). 

(3) Slov a. #Videl=sem=ga. ‘I have seen him.’ (Default variant)   

 b. #Sem=ga=videl. ‘I have indeed seen him.’ (Marked variant). 

However, this explanation is dubious, since there is no communicative emphasis and no motivation for 

clitic fronting in structures like (1). Therefore, there is no independent evidence that the preposed CP in 

(1) is merged after the main-clause clitics have been fronted to the clausal left edge. 

An alternative explanation of Bg examples like (2) is that Bg clusterizing clitics like the reflexive se in (2) 

are verb-adjacent proclitics and syntactic constituents to the left of them do not count, cf. [Franks 

2008].  

However, main-clause structures like *se=vŭrna  žena=mu are ill-formed, while structures with a 

preposed CP like (2) are well-formed.  

(4) Bg #*se=vŭrna  žena=mu. 

This confirms that Bg obeys the Tobler-Mussafia law and suggests that the preposed sententional 

constituent may belong to the domain of the main-clause clitics, though this fact is not always 

recognized in the minimalist syntax. 

Sententional hosts (CPs and IPs) are marginally possible in other Slavic languages, notably in Czech and 

Upper Sorbian *Šewc-Schuster 1976: 122-124]. These West Slavic languages also have parameters that 

license clitics after direct oration and after a pause (the latter option is sometimes explained as a ‘silent’ 
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or ‘null’ host). For a Czech set phrase se ví with the meaning ‘of course’ the order #CL- V in (5a) is fixed, 

while the reversed order of the components ví se in (5b) signals a different meaning. Similar Upper 

Sorbian phrases like so kula, so čini in (6a) seem to be idiomatic too/ However, the clitic-initial order in 

the Czech example (5c) #Jsme=se      domnívali in (6c) does not appear to be lexicalized: this is a 

colloquial variant of the standard CL 2 order with a dropped clitic host like Peter and me. Upper Sorbian 

clusterizing clitics like the reflexive so in (7a-b) optionally attach to preposed clauses with direct oration, 

cf. (7a), but the variant [CP] – V – CL, with a verb intervening between a preposed clause and clitics, 

remains possible, cf. (7b).   

(5) Cz  a. # Se=ví. 

   Refl-cl. knows 

              ‘of course’. 

 b. ví = se. 

 knows Refl-cl. 

 ‘It is known’. 

               c. #Jsme=se      domnívali,     že    je      kompletní. 

               1Pl-cl    refl-cl doubted.PRF that AUX complete 

 ‘We doubted that it is complete’. 

(6) U-So a. А. Kak=so dże? / Kak so wjedże?  B. #So=kula./ So=čini.  

                A. ‘How do you do?’ B. ‘Fine’.      

               b.  So=minje noc. 

(7) U-So a. *“Što maċ čini?”+ # =so jeje wopraša. 

  b. *“Čehodla=so tak pyriċe?”+# =wopraša=so Jurij Kejżor. (Barrier rule, XP – V – CL order). 

 The hypothesis on ‘null clitic hosts’ i.e. clusterizing clitics after a dropped (elided) initial 

constituent fits Czech data better than Upper Sorbian. Neither language obeys TM-law in main 

clauses, but only Upper Sorbian allows clitic placement after preposed sententional clauses with 

direct oration. 

This is exactly the opposite of the situation in Serbo-Croatian where clause-level clitics immediately 

following a preposed CP are only possible after restrictive relative clauses that are pronounced without 

a pause, according to [Radanovid-Kocid 1996: 438]. Radanovid-Kocid claims that restrictive relative 

clauses may host matrix clause clitics, cf. (8a), since there is a pause, while such placement after non-

restrictive clauses is ungrammatical, since the latter ‘form a separate prosodic unit within the 

utterance’, cf. (8c). The order in (8b), where the verb intervenes between a heavy initial constituent and 

clusterizing clitics, is derived by a Barrier Rule which attracts there verb before the clitics: 

(8) S-C-B a. [DP Ona moja sestra [CP koja je u Saraevu]] =vas    =se       sjeċa. 

       That my sister           who is in Saraevo        you-CL refl=cl remembers. 
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                     ‘My sister who is in Saraevo remembers you’. 

                 b.  moja sestra #[CP koja je u Saraevu]]#  sjeċa =vas     =se. (Barrier Rules, XP – V – CL order) 

     c. *Moja sestra #[CP koja je u Saraevu]]#  =vas     =se sjeċa.2     

Even if this distribution postulated by Radanovid-Kocid does not hold for all idiolects of S-C-B, it is 

remarkable, since the  exclusion of clusterizing clitics after a pause does not seem to be a common 

option for all Slavic languages.  Radanovid-Kocid argues that syntactic approaches cannot deal with the 

fact that something which is extraclausal from the prosodic point of view interferes with the placement 

of clitics (ibid., 317). She furthermore raises a controversial claim that ‘from the prosodic point of 

view…it is quite predictable that the insertion of appositives or parenthetic phrases influences clitic 

placement, since it causes a prosodic reorganization of the entire utterance’ (ibid.). The validity of this 

claim may be questioned, since in other Slavic language parenthetic insertions do not change well-

formedness conditions for the placement of clause-level clitics [Zimmerling 2012c], cf. (9), (10), (11).  

Parentheticals in a language with VA-clitics: 

(9) Bg    A realnostta beše,          če tja, #bez sŭmnenie#,=se beše šeguvala. 

‘but reality-DEF be-PST that she <that girl>, without doubt, refl-cl be-PST joke-PRF’. 

‘but the reality was such that she without doubt had joked’. 

(10) Bg. <Tja stana, za da ja=zatvori>.     Beše sigurna, če #*predi da si=legne]#, ja=beše zatvorila dobre. 

‘She stood up to close it (the window) >. She was sure that she had closed it properly before  

going to bed.’ 

Parentheticals in a language with 2P clitics:  

(11) Svk   a. [NP Miroslav Válek] =sa          stal                  ministrom              kultúry. 

        Miroslav Válek         Cl-Refl  become-PRF  minister-INSTR.     Culture-GEN 

        ‘M.K. became a minister of culture’  

b. Miroslav Válek (1927 - 1991) #[jeden z najväčších básnických talentov a líder šesťdesiatych rokov] # 

#(jeho básnické zbierky Dotyky, 1959; Príťažlivosť, 1961; Nepokoj, 1963; Milovanie v husej koži, 1965 

znamenali jednoznačnú obrodu poézie a boli doslova literárnymi udalosťami)#, =sa stal ministrom 

kultúry a obhajoval normalizačnú politiku, hoci s veľkou rezervou pre literárne hodnoty; 

‘M.K, #[one of the best poetic talents and the leader of 1960s]# # (his poetic collections X., 1961, Y. 1961, Z, 

1963, W., 1965 were unequivocally a sign of poesy’s revival and were literature achievements in the literal 

                                                           
2
 Some speakers of S-C-B accept the variant (8c) or at least value it as not completely ungrammatical. This means 

that they allow clusterizing clitics after a pause. 
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sense)#, = refl.cl. became a minister of culture and pursued a normalization politics, although 

with a big reserve for the literature quality’.   

5. Preliminary conclusions: 

 The parameter licensing sententional clitic hosts is independent from parameters licensing clitics 

after a pause, clitics at the clausal left edge and clitic fronting, and argue that both languages 

with 2P-clitics and languages with verb-adjacent clitics can have sententional hosts.  

 Recognizing sententional hosts is an economic solution for the description of Slavic languages, 

since the elimination of such hosts is not possible on a uniform basis.  

 Slavic languages with sententional hosts taking main-clause clitics  seem to falsify the claim 

raised in [Agbayani, Golston 2010] that categories hosting fixed-position enclitics always lie 

clause-external to them.  

 Parenthetic phrases normally do not change well-formedness conditions for clitic placements in 

Modern Slavic Languages. 

6. Sententional hosts in non-Indo-European languages with clusters: typological parallels. 

6.1.  Cavineña (Tacanan family, Bolivia). 2P clitics, TM law. 

 An exact parallel to Slovene, except for the fact that Cav has clause-final, not clause-initial 

complementizers, cf. phrase-final enclitics like =tibu ‘because’ that serve as 

complementizers [Guillaume 2008: 84]. In example (12) the enclitic =tibu belonging to the 

embedded clause with the verb jipe-kware ‘approach’, ends up to the left of the cluster 

=pa=tu belonging to the main clause predicate pude-da ‘(be) red’.    

(12) Cav.      [CP Tu-ra=kamadya   ijeti  jipe-kware=tibu]# =pa =tu                 pude-da. 

                         CL3ERG only          sun approachPLPRF. CLCOMP       # CLREP CL3SG     red 

‘Since he <the vermillion flycatcher bird> is the only one who had approached the sun in the old 

days, he is red/brown.’   

 NB: adjacent clitic sequences like …=tibu+#=pa=tu in (12) are not clusters! 

6.2. Warlpiri (Pama-Nyungan, Australia). 2P clitics with auxiliary bases like =ka that are 1P/2P clitics 

but can clusterize. 

 No sententional hosts, but clause-level clusterizing clitics may attach to initial phrases with 

phrase-final phrase-level clitics.  

If a linguist has a sufficient corpus of texts, the OLC usually makes it possible to verify or falsify 
the hypothesis that the k is a clusterizing element, i.e. an element placed by the same Template Rule 
that predicts the order of clitics a, b, c from some set ,a,b,c…n -, where a,b,c…n are syntactic elements 
of the same level.   

Warlpiri shows sequences like [=ku=ju] + [=ka=rna], as in (13а), where =ka and =rna are 
clusterizing clause-level clitics. The first two elements scarcely belong to the clausal domain: the 
element ju2 is topic marker and is adjoined only to nouns and stressed pronouns, cf. nyuntu2SG. in (13a-
b). The marker =ku is conventionally glossed as ‘Dative’, but it is again only possible on NPs, cf. the 
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example (14), where =ku is supported by the predicate-level dative clitic =rla which is placed in the 
cluster after nominative and accusative enclitics.  
 
(13) Warl. а.  [NP Nuyntu=ku=ju2]=ka            =rna            wiri nyina [NP ngaju=ju2].  
                            You  CLDAT   CLTOP  CLAUX.PRS  CL1SG.NOM   big  sit         I    CLTOP           

                             ‘I am bigger than you’.  

                   b. [NP Ngaju]  =ka=rna=ngku                       nyina wiri              [NP nyuntu=ku=ju2]. 

                             I          CLAUX.PRS CL1SG.NOM CL2SG.ACC.  sit big                        you CLDAT CLTOP 

                             ‘the same’. 

(14) Warl.       [NP Kurdu-ngku]=ka          =ju1          =rla       [NP ngaju=ku] paka-rni.                                     

                           Child-Erg.       CLAUX.PRS CL1SG.ACC CLDAT    I    CLDAT      strike-NPast                                               

                            ‘The child is striking at me’. 

Warl. =kuDAT and the topical Warl. =ju2 in (13-b) appear to be NP-level clitics which can immediately 

precede the clusterizing clause-level clitics =kaAUX.PRS=rna1SG.NOM due to a special parameter setting for 

Warlpiri: this language allows the placement of clause-level clitics after the first spelled-out clausal 

constituent3. Note that this conclusion is not based on any preliminary conventions about the clausal 

architecture of Warlpiri, but is prompted already by the combinatorics considered probable or 

improbable for the class of languages with clusters. In other words, if ITP, ODP, SED and OLC are general 

principles instrumental in all languages or at least in a class of world’s languages with clusterizing clause-

level clitics including Serbo-Croatian, Old Novgorod Russian, Slovak, Cavineña and Warlpiri, it is not 

necessary to learn all languages from this class in detail in order to separate adjacent clitic sequences 

from clusters consisting of syntactic elements of the same level and belonging to one and the same 

domain. 

6.3. Kashibo-Kakataibo (Pano family, Peru). 2P and 1P/2P clusterizing clitics. No TM law, sententional 

hosts. 

(15) K-K [CP nukën chaiti-nën          no=kama    ‘a-a         anu]    =ka            Emilio kwan-a-x-a 

1pl.GEN ancestor-ERG enemy=PL  kill-NOM  there   NARR.3P  Emilio go-PERF.-3p.-non.prox. 

‘Emilio went to (the place) where our ancestors killed their enemies’.  

                                                           
3
 In the terminology of [Zimmerling 2012b], Warlpiri is a W2-system, its closest parallel being languages like Serbo-

Croatian and Luiseño. They allow the placement of clusters/clusterizing clitics both after the first phonetic word 

and after the first clausal constituent, but Serbo-Croatian does not have phrase-level clitics in the first constituent. 

Such phrase-level clitics are possible in Cavineña, but it does not allow splitting the first multi-word clausal 

constituent. Old Novgorod Russian generalized splitting of the first clausal constituent, while Slovak and Cavineña 

generalized the placement of clusters/clusterizing clitics after the first multi-word clausal constituent. 
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w. climbing of evidential clitic particles (evidential clitics in the matrix clause). Resembles Clitic Climbing. 

(16) K-K [CP nukën chaiti-nën     _i     no=kama   ‘a-a         anu]    =ka={isi=ai}            Emilio kwan-a-x-a 

1pl.GEN ancestor-ERG enemy=PL  kill-NOM  there   NARR.REP.3P  Emilio go-PERF.-3p.-non.prox. 

‘<It is said that> Emilio went to (the place) where our ancestors killed their enemies’.  

Clitic Copying (reportative clitics both in a matrix clause and in a subordinate clause) 

(17) K-K [CP [NP nukën chaiti-nën+     =is=a     no=kama    ‘a-a         anu]    =ka=is=a            Emilio kwan-a-x-a  

1pl.GEN ancestor-ERG enemy=PL REP.3p kill-NOM  there   NARR.REP.3P  Emilio go-PERF.-3p.-non.prox. 

‘<It is said that> Emilio went to (the place) where (it is said that) our ancestors killed their enemies’.  

6.4.  South-Eastern Tepehuan (Uto-Aztec family, Mexico). 

 2P clusterizing clitics (subject pronouns, auxiliaries and past perfect markers), other types of 

clitics. TM-law (no clusterizing clitics at the clausal left edge in main clauses). Clusterizing 

clitics strictly after initial complementizers (Comp – CL, *Comp – YP – CL).  

 Clusterizing clitics of subordinate clauses sporadically attach to preceding sententional 

constituents, if the complementizer is dropped. In (18) a clause-initial complementizer like 

na or no is dropped, so the subordinate clause enclitic =ach attaches to the right edge of the 

preceding clause. 

(18) SE.Tep. *Bai’gor sap    xi-jím+# [CP__ =ach.  Xi=ch=mamtuda-y.   Va-r         óras]. 

         TWD-2p REU IMP-go      =1p INT=1p=pray-CON   RLX-EXS hours. 

                       ‘Come on you (pl.), it’s time to pray together’4.   

 Resembles the option of having ‘null clitic hosts’ in Czech or Upper Sorbian.   

7. Preliminary conclusion. 

 The microparameter allowing the placement of clusters/clusterizing clitics after sententional 

clitic hosts seems to be independent from microparameters allowing/banning the 

placement of clusters at the clausal left edge (= TM law) and the placement of clusters after 

clausal first spelled-out constituent. 

 

APPENDIX 

Initial clitic hosts in languages with clause-level clusterizing clitics (after [Zimmerling 2012b] 

 Clitics and clusters 

after the first 

spelled-out phrase 

Clitics and clusters 

after the first 

phonetic word [X 

Clitics and clusters 

after initial 

Splitting  

 

                                                           
4
 The example is from [Willet 1992: 192].  
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[XPW
1
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2
…W

n
]-

CL 

W
1
] – CL proclitics  

[w[Pro]-CL] 

[XP a ..{… } XP b] 

Serbo-Croatian + + -
5 + 

Old Novgorod - + + + 

Bulgarian + - + + 

Hittite - + + + 

Ossete + - +
6 + 

Kabyle - + + (-) 

Cavineña + - -
7 (-) 

Lummi - + - (-)
8 

Warlpiri + + + + 
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